**Q**: Who should read this newsletter?

**A**: ALL community members of Parker and the Lower Parker Valley.

**Q**: What will our readers find useful from this newsletter?


---

**CRRWS Potable Water**

During the recent weeks several social media posts have arose regarding the safety of the Colorado River Region Water Systems (CRRWS)-Potable Water. Please rest assured that the CRRWS water supply is safe for consumption and/or use in or around your homes and work areas.

Unfortunately, a few misinformed posts caused quite a concern from CRIT Utility Customers and throughout the Parker Valley. Please make note and be aware that our water system is required by federal law, through the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), to conduct monthly water tests at several testing sites within Parker and the Lower Parker Valley. Should any one of our monthly water samples identify with an unsafe result our office is required to immediately retest and report the water quality to the managing board and customers our water system services.

It is our pleasure working for and providing water services to the community that we also call “HOME”.

---

**WATER CONSERVATION**

The Arizona summer months are fast approaching and the CRRWS asks our customers and community to please work with us on conserving our water supply by:

- Watering your lawns and or filling your pools during the evening hours.
- Fix any leaking plumbing.
- Please immediately notify the CRIT Utilities when you see a meter leak or water break in the community.

The recommendation above allow for the water system to produce water efficiently without placing hard demands on the mechanics of the water system during the HOT SUMER DAYS.

Thank You

---

**IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION REGARDING FUTURE BILLING(S)**

To all CRIT Utility Account Holders, please be informed the water meter installation project is complete. The new water meters will produce a more precise reading of your monthly water usage. Customers will LIKELY see an increase on their water bill. Increase will occur because of the accuracy of the new meters but also of the high demand for water as we enter the summer months. Please feel free to contact the CRIT Utilities-Billing Office regarding you billing statement @ (928)575-1528 or (928) 575-1533.